MS
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
SUPPORT GROUP
When: Second Tuesday of the month
@ 11:30 AM
Where: Bldg. 150, Rm. R205 (2nd Floor)
Who:
Veterans w/MS, family, friends, & caregivers
Topic: Different Guest speakers each month
Learn more about your diagnosis, discuss with other
Veterans with MS, ask questions and socialize with your
peers.
For more information, please contact
Jennifer Sebastian @ ext. 6367
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Hello, My Name is Joseph L. Fox Sr.
Some of you may remember me from the time I was
California PVA Chapter President in 1980. At that time I
left to go to Washington DC to be Vice President with
Paralyzed Veterans of America. After working my way
up the ladder I was elected as PVA President in 2000 and served till 2004 as your PVA
President.
Now some years later I have returned to help the California Chapter back on track. The current
board of Directors has been dissolved and a new Interim Board has been put in place. This is
due to the chapter being on Mentoring for several years, the lack of execution of the changes
required by the National Executive Committee, combined with the fighting and dissention within
the board of California PVA Chapter. For those reasons we are now taking control until a New
Board and Officers are elected.
The California PVA Chapter is not in any financial difficulty, it has plenty of funds, but there are
many programs that are not functioning as they should be, so the interim Board of PVA
California Chapter has placed me in charge of chapter operations. Currently I will be acting as
an Executive Director till a permanent one is hired which we are now reviewing the applications
to determine those who might be considered for the job.
This Chapter has been around a very long time. It is in fact one of the very first Chartered
Chapters in PVA and has long lasted throughout the years as a very good chapter and one I
personally want to save from closing. So, I will be in the Office on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday for now if any member might have questions, along with Toki Katsui and Ray Monzon
who are now volunteering their time to assist me. Elizabeth Lara will continue as well in the
office and events and other things will continue, contrary to any rumors you may have heard.
The new Membership and Election Nomination meeting will take place but no longer in March
as scheduled. It has been moved to April 24, in the Kitchen area on the second floor at 12:00
noon with lunch to be served as well.
If any member has any further questions, please feel free to come to the office between 9am
and 2:30 pm and ask me directly or feel free to call me on my cell at 1-202-255-3431 within
normal hours.
I look forward to serving you and all member of the PVA California Chapter.

Joseph L. Fox Sr.
Acting Overseer and Executive Director.

The Service Dog Issue
We have all seen the signs around the VA Long Beach Medical Center (VA)
warning us that only service animals are going to be allowed in the hospital,
and all others will have to remain outside. I have heard the numerous
questions, mostly beginning with “Is my dog affected?”, “do I need papers?”,
“what about my emotional support animal?” Lots of questions, I hope to
provide some answers.
First, let start with understanding the classifications of service animals. There
are three types: service dog, emotional support animal, and therapy animal.
1. Therapy Animal- An animal of many varieties that interacts with people
to provide comfort and spread happiness, the handler simply acts as a facilitator. The job of the
animal is to help improve the health of people through animal assisted therapies. They are
regulated and certified by individual organizations. The individual organizations determine the
training requirements which can vary depending on where they will be working. Private and
public entities can approve or disapprove access.
2. Emotional Support Animal (ESA)- These support animals provide comfort, companionship,
relieve loneliness, and can help with depression, anxiety, and certain phobias, but have no
specific training to perform tasks that assist people with disabilities. There is no formal training
requirement but can be denied access to various venues if there is evidence that “specific
animal will cause harm or endanger the health and safety of others. Fair Housing Act (Sec. 504)
You can review the housing access guidelines within HUD-FHA section 504 and for travel
guidelines per the Air Carrier Access Act (ACAA).
3. Service Dog- Under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) A service animal is defined as “a
dog that had been individually trained to do work or perform tasks for an individual with a
disability. The tasks performed by the dog must be directly related to the person’s disability”

They can be trained professionally or by an individual, there is no certification required,
however service animals must be trained to act appropriately in a public setting and perform 2
or more tasks. Such types are guide dogs for the blind, alert dogs for the deaf, assistance with
those who are wheelchair bound, seizure alert dogs, and medication reminder dogs, and
calming people suffering from PTSD and if necessary, alert others for needed assistance.
Generally, service animals are allowed access wherever people are allowed. However, it may be
“appropriate to exclude a service animal from operating rooms or burn units where the animal’s
presence may compromise a sterile environment.” (ADA)
a. For further information, you can review title II and III of the ADA. But in summary, it
states Title II and Title III entities must permit service animals to accompany people with
disabilities in all areas where members of the public can go. Dogs whose sole function to
provide comfort or emotional support do not qualify as service animals under the ADA.

It may be quite possible that the confusion and complications involved have prevented many of you
from getting your own service dog. Let me introduce you to Saralyn Tartaglia. During her early years,
she began to volunteer at the local animal shelters, while more recently she has been volunteering with
animal groups and has fostered about two dozen dogs and cats. Along this journey, she has gained
valuable information regarding the care for animals, their different personalities and temperaments,
animal shelter operations, and the therapeutic benefits of well-trained service animals. This combined
with her education has provided the impetus for the creation of Dogs of Service, her organization
dedicated to partnering with other veteran service organizations to help build a better world for all
veterans. To that end, she is offering a trained service dog, specifically trained to help wheelchair bound
veterans, free of charge. Since her organization is based in northern Los Angeles county, our veterans
living in LA can contact her directly for her consultation. She can evaluate your needs, personality and
living environment, then match you with the proper service animal, or assist you in providing the proper
training for your current animal if that is a possible option. Our veterans in the Inland Empire, Riverside,
and Orange County will need to contact the PVA office and we will set up group meetings of a minimum
of four veterans, and she will meet with you at the PVA dining room.
Saralyn’s contact information is saralyn@dogsofservice.org I also invite you to visit her website at
www.dogsofservice.org and view her operation for yourself. As you are all aware, there are many
changes occurring at the California Chapter of the PVA. I hope to make this bulletin a source of useful
information and assistance in the improvement of the life experience of our Paralyzed Veterans.

I am taking this month to give a shout out to some outfits out there working on a new form of therapy
for veterans, Racing for Heroes, Warriors on Track, Vetmotorsports.com, Wounded Warriors Off-Road
Racing Team, and Racing4Vets. These are auto racing entities hiring veterans to become race drivers,
and pit crew members. It really is just a natural progression of what the PVA has already been doing. If
you think about it, our PVA Veterans Games, PVA Racing Teams, PVA Tri-athletes, and PVA Olympians
were bound to inspire someone to take a disabled veteran and see what kind of race car driver he/she
might make.
I am often in awe of the heights some of our veterans have achieved, many have gone on and become
our President/Commander-in-Chief, Senator, Representative, Governor, Olympian, CEO, Guinness World
Record Holder, Marathon Athlete, and Tri-Athlete. Still many others have rowed across the ocean, rode
across the country, flown above us over head. And with the one notable exception of
President/Commander-in-Chief, each one of these achievements have been reached by both able
bodied, and disabled veterans. Lest I forget, Presidents George H.W. Bush, John F. Kennedy, and Dwight
Eisenhower were all wartime veterans. All this to say it seems to me the race track is the last frontier to
cross, and we seem to be doing it.
I have been in touch with a racing outfit here in California, and I have been made aware that there is
currently a race car being outfitted with hand controls so it can be piloted for a paralyzed car driver,
along with planning meetings on the proper uniform and seating requirements needed in order to not
have any skin breakdown. There are currently talks at one of our California Yacht clubs about the
possibility of building an accessible sailing yacht capable of hosting an able bodied/para racing team.

These ideas are the result of the example of many of our paralyzed veterans demonstrating that once
the accessibility barrier is taken down, we can still compete and succeed at the highest levels of
competition.
I was once asked when I was in school as to why that phenomenon exists. My answer was because for
many of us, that was our job. For every racer in the sand dunes or the mud of the Baja 1000 there is a
soldier rolling a jeep at full speed through the mountains of Iraq, for every skydiver there is a Ranger or
Marine jumping out of an airplane somewhere we can’t talk about, and ask your long range recon
Marine if 26.2 miles is too much for him, especially if there is no jungle blocking his way. What few
people understand is that just because this person now uses a wheelchair, does not mean the
capabilities, drive, and will power be paralyzed along with the body. What I’ve learned is that the more
likely scenario is they are longing for another outlet.
It’s looking like this new type of therapeutic treatment is working for a great many veterans. After the
physical rehabilitation which the active duty and VA hospitals accomplish quite effectively, there still is
the mental health aspect. Although it is true that some suffer from PTSD, some suffer from something
worse, the inability to return to the exciting life that they loved. I personally know here in California, we
have military athletes, Navy SEALs, Army Rangers, Apache Helicopter pilots, all now in wheelchairs. I
can’t begin to count the service men and women who have put their lives on the line daily servicing an
ideal we all feel is bigger than ourselves whose one main wish is to return to that life of passion and
significance.
We look for new ways to be significant, some become advocates, some find new careers, and some
adjust well. But if you could have seen the look in the eyes of this young soldier when I shared the
possibility of his becoming a race car driver, you would have the same feeling that I do that for some of
us, the best therapy is to find a way back to that life of excitement. Adrenaline and dopamine, produced
by the human body, are very powerful and wonderful hormones and neural transmitters. And very
damaging if produced in access and not managed properly. But what if your life produced this
combination as a daily event, and then suddenly, it was ripped away from you? It is not too far a stretch
to believe the best therapy is to find a path back to what someone has lost?
I am over fifty years old, and my wife has nightmares about the possibility of me joining up with one of
these groups. For the moment, I am happy letting the younger men and women get behind the steering
wheel of some of these cars. And yes, I said women, for unless you have been living under a rock, there
are women NASCAR and Formula 1 racers out there, and kicking some butts of their own. I did enjoy
taking my car to the Huntington Beach Car Show last year, and I plan on checking out the Corvettes for
Vets show in San Diego next time out. You see, someone once said to me, sometimes when life knocks
you down, the best option is to get up and hit it right back. Granted, some of those individuals might be
driving through the mud somewhere at over 100 miles an hour, but hey, life is for the living, wheelchair
or no wheelchair.

Winter Sports Clinic
By: Elmer Jacobs

Disability is expensive

You are so lucky to be a veteran… said just about every disabled person I ever run into. Where did you
get that wheelchair? How were you able to get a caregiver? How did you afford that equipment? My
answer is always the same, “The VA helps me.” I can’t even count how many times a day, every day, I
say that phrase as if I was saying “How is the weather?” or “I like your shoes.” It was only before I sat
down to write this article that I wondered just how deep the meaning of that phrase really goes. I have
met many other disabled people who were not veterans. The first thing I notice is the condition of their
wheelchairs, and then the condition of their bodies, and then the look on their faces, and I understand
that I am looking at someone who would love to trade places with me.
That is not the case with all disabled people. I have run into many who had suffered major injuries such
as amputations and Spinal injuries leading to paralysis, that have come back and become paraOlympians, professional wheelchair road racers, modified cyclers, outdoor adventurers, and even
gymnastic competitors. But what about those who become disabled and are not outstanding athletes of
some sort? That’s where being a veteran makes all the difference. Even those who are not service
connected with their injuries, still receive medical care, rehabilitation, and a brand-new wheelchair,
along with home modification services, membership in the Paralyzed Veterans of America, and most of
all, a community of peers to help guide you through this tough period of your life.
During the first year of my Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), my wife gave me the auto-biography of Christopher
Reeve, the actor who first portrayed Superman who became a C-2 complete after falling forward from
his horse. He reported earning millions, having what he considered top notch insurance, and he had to
leave the hospital after six months because his insurance would no longer cover his medical care. He
and his wife started the Christopher Reeve foundation initially because of the difficulties they
experienced attempting to get the necessary equipment and care that they needed due to his injury.
The ending of this story is that Christopher Reeve died twelve years later due to a negative interaction
to an antibiotic treatment he was getting for a pressure sore. This image goes through my head every
time my home health nurse comes to my house and redresses my wound. Sometimes it’s a bit
inconvenient, but what a small price to pay for something that millionaires must fight for.
There is a level of care that we receive thanks to our PVA leaders that really is quite remarkable. We
tend to not notice it because it is not always perfect. Yes, the system has flaws, and there is a middle
management Charlie-Foxtrot that I will not begin to address. But again, I feel comfortable in knowing
that our PVA leaders are already working on it. While the rest of the country is wondering if their
medical care is about to be rendered asunder or not, we at the VA are complaining about issues that are
far and above the baseline for the rest of the country. Yes, we have much work to do, but we also have
much to be thankful for.
The PVA has been advocating for paralyzed veterans since World War II, and the Disabled Veterans of
America has been working on our behalf since after World War I. There is also the American Legion,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, and now Wounded Warriors. In the civilian world, there are also
organizations that advocate for SCI disabled citizens, the American Spinal Injury Association, the ReeveIrvine Research Center, to name a few. They concentrate on research to improve the lives of citizens
with spinal cord injuries, however how many of us have been to a civilian hospital and have had to

spend the night, and can’t even get bowel care? I have been to four different VA hospitals across the
country and have been able to find not only good care but much needed supplies. The PVA can host the
annual games in a variety of cities because of multiple locations of VA Spinal Cord centers. Yet, I speak to
many folks at my local VA who must travel across state lines to get to our VA to have acceptable medical
care. If a veteran must go through miles of highway to get decent medical treatment, just think of what
the SCI non-veteran must go through. I even remember staying in a skilled nursing facility because it was
closer to my house and my wife had to bring bed chu and Enemeez so the facility would know how to
provide me a proper bower regimen. And this is after assuring me that they could handle me as an SCI
patient.
So, when I say it is expensive to be disabled, I am saying we are given much more than we gave. Yes,
many of us have given limb, and even life in defense of our nation, and some in a freak accident. But, I
have come to realize that if we had never served our country, it is still quite possible we could have
become injured, and our chances of having a decent healthy life would have been decidedly lower. Yes,
the price of a disabled veteran is high, and a lot of people are paying the price, from our PVA president
to the wounded soldier, airman, marine, or sailor that just arrived yesterday and is waking up to a back
pack from a Wounded Warrior or PVA National Service Officer introducing himself as he or she begins
the long journey back. Just some food for thought. See you next month.
Scoba Rhodes

The Advocacy/Legislation seminar in Washington D.C. 2019, on March 3rd-8th that I, Jose Reynoso,
attended along with Jemal Williams was very important because it helped me understand the truth
about what is really happening behind closed doors within our government. It helped me understand
why certain types of veterans suffering unnecessarily. By certain types of veterans, I mean veterans
from certain eras and certain types of disabilities.
Although there were many key points that National PVA wanted congress to be aware and help pass
with our support there were three main issues that we introduced to Congress members or members of
their staff. One was for the Expansion of the Comprehensive Family Caregiver Program. The PVA is
asking Congress to provide adequate funding to ensure that the VA has enough resources and personnel
to be successful in accommodating the expansion for the caregiver program. It also includes that
Congress must ensure that the VA does not delay in implementing the Expansion for caregivers to
veterans with service connected injuries who served prior to 9/11. When this expansion program for
caregivers was introduced in 2010 it had restricted the availability of what era the veteran served in to
be eligible to receive this program, specifically anyone injured before 9/11. If all goes smoothly and
Congress understands the importance of this program, by October 2019 this program will be available to
veterans that were catastrophically injured in service on or before May 7, 1975.
This program currently provides respite care, a monthly stipend, paid travel expenses to attend
veterans’ medical appointments, and health care through the Civilian Health and Medical Program of
the Department of Veterans Affairs (CHAMPVA). Having these benefits removed from the caregivers
results in caregivers depleting their own personal savings, experiencing exhaustion that results in poor
care and service to the veteran and can possibly lead to the suffering an injury or an illness. If this were
to occur, it would mean the veteran being placed into an institution that may provide little or no
specialized service to what the veterans special needs require and will include a far costlier settlement
to the taxpayer. This expansion for caregiver program will allow not only Vietnam veterans but any
veteran that was catastrophically injured in service to be able to live comfortably at home where they
can have their caregiver tend to their daily needs and personal care. This program currently hasn’t been
introduced.
The second item we introduced at Capitol Hill was about improving the Air Carrier Access Act (ACAA).
The ACAA prohibits disability-based discrimination in air travel. This law has been in effect for over 30
years yet presently, people with disabilities still encounter problems that could have been easily avoided
or prevented from repeating. Senator Tammy Baldwin (D-WI) and Representative Jim Langevin (D-RI) are
cooperatively working to reintroduce the Air Carrier

requiring airline staff be adequately trained to properly handle any and all disabled personnel that air
travel, since there have been instances where a staff member was unaware how to properly transfer a
quadriplegic over to an aisle chair resulting in injuries to the disabled veteran inuring requiring
transportation by ambulance to the nearest hospital for immediate care. Also reports about damaged or
broken power/ manual chairs due to lack of knowledge on proper securing and transporting wheelchairs
below deck in an airplane. All these occurrences could be easily prevented if ACAA is strictly enforced
and addressed by all foreign and domestic airlines.
The last topic was the provision of in-vitro fertilization (IVF). On September 2016 congress temporarily
passed that the VA can authorize IVF to service-connected veterans. On January 19, 2017 the VA was
granted authorization once again to provide IVF to veterans with service-connected conditions that
prevent the conception of a pregnancy. Roughly over a year later the VA was granted access again for a
time for two years to provide these services. The struggle to this is that the VA is constantly having to
renew these services until congress permanently authorizes provision of IVF services the VA. The
downfall about having to keep reauthorizing this program is that its costly to the veteran and their
families, time consuming because they must work around the schedule of when the service to IVF is
approved. Financial planning can also be difficult since they must be ready only when the VA has the
approval to conduct this service and the veteran may not always be in good standing financially when
the VA conducts this program. The Department of Defense does provide this program but the
argument/issue we brought to the hill is that we also want the VA to provide these services permanently
without having to renew authorization every two years. We stated that the Congress members should
repeal the ban of IVF so that veterans not only dealing with spinal cord injuries but all service related
injured veterans can have access to these benefits for whenever they are trying to start a family post
injury.
These three topics were the main focus that we as the Advocates for the PVA passed on to the
Representatives to help aid us in getting through to Congress. On our trip to Washington D.C. Jemal
Williams and myself, were able to meet with Congress Woman Katie Hill (D-CA25) whose district resides
from Simi Valley to Palmdale. We also met with Congress Man Raul Ruiz (D-CA36) whose district resides
in Palm Desert. Another Congress Member we managed to meet with was Representative Gil Cisneros
(D-CA39) and his district resides in Fullerton. And Senator Kamala Harris and her staffer were all about
helping our cause and supported every claim we discussed with them. The 2019 Advocacy/Legislation
Seminar was a great success and every Congress member understood and supported our cause and
were willing to fight alongside our battle to not only help veterans from any era but to keep on helping
future veterans to come.
Jose Reynoso

The Hill
The days gave way to clear skys but as you stepped outside that cold chill hit you like grabbing
the ice tray out your freezer. With no Cherry blossom trees in bloom Jemal Williams and Jose
Reynoso advocated for vets during the 2019 Legislation/Advocacy seminar March 3th-8th.
We represented the PVACC along with National and other PVA chapters attendees in
Washington DC. We had two days of training with informative information to better help us
present our points on Capital Hill when We had the opportunity to speak with staffers and some
members of congress. With All the collective Advocacy/ Legislation Representatives of
California we had a chance to talk to Senator Kamala Harris and Senator Dianne Feinstein
staff who took time to listen to PVA issues on the point papers. Jose and Jemal wheeled back
and forth burning the hall ways up getting through 18 meetings with all the Congress members
staff that represents all PVAAC members districts. We were able to take pictures with
Congressman Raul Ruiz, Congressman Phil Roe, Congresswoman Kattie Hill and Senator
Kamala Harris. Although we did not get to meet with some Representatives personally we made
sure thier staffers understood the importants of our Veteran Legislation issues. The PVA has
the 2019 Legislative Position Papers on Veterans Issues available to you. If you would like to
find out more about each issue please contact Jemal Williams or Jose Reynoso.
From the Hill
Jemal William's and Jose Reynoso

To the Board
I want to share the wonderful
experience I had in Colorado
Springs.
The facilities for the athletes
are amazing....the weather was
hot ,snowy and cold....training
was fantastic with the other
athletes....the food was
outstanding....all you can eat
.....I hope other members get to
go...Thanks again for the
support..
Jemal Williams

MEMBERSHIP/CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

An individual is eligible for membership by meeting the following criteria: (1) is a citizen of the United States; (2) was regularly
enlisted, inducted or commissioned for active duty service in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, or Coast Guard of the United
States, or our allies as evidenced by other-than-dishonorable character of service documented by a verifiable DD-214 or DD-215
(entry-level separation not acceptable); (3A) was separated from the service in the Armed Forces under conditions other than
dishonorable; or (3B) is on active duty or must continue to serve after the cessation of hostilities; and (4) has suffered a spinal cord
injury or disease (such as MS, ALS), whether or not service connected in origin. Membership is free. Complete and return application
to the chapter or by mail, email, or fax to: Paralyzed Veterans of America Membership Department, 801 Eighteenth Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20006; (E) ChristiH@pva.org; (F) 202.416.1250. Providing the requested information is entirely voluntary but
required for membership with Paralyzed Veterans of America.

Chapter Name:
First Name:
Date of Birth:

Middle Initial:
/

Last Name:

Social Security Number:

/

▢ Male ▢ Female

Race/Ethnicity:
▢ Asian/Pacific Islander
▢ Native American/Alaskan Native

▢ African American/Descent
▢ Caucasian

Address:

▢ Hispanic/Latino

City:

State:

Zip:

Home Phone:

Email:
Other Phone:

VETERAN STATUS INFORMATION
Please submit the following with application:

• Proof of U.S. or U.S. Territorial Citizenship (Birth Certificate, Passport, INS Form, or Voter’s Registration Form).
• DD214 showing character of discharge.
• Medical evidence of spinal cord injury or involvement (medical records or physician’s statement).
Proof of active duty status must be verified prior to membership approval.
Have you been discharged under conditions that are less than honorable? ▢ Yes ▢ No
If yes, please explain:
Is your spinal cord injury or spinal cord disease service connected? ▢ Yes ▢ No

DISABILITY CLASSIFICATION

Injury or diseases involving the brain but not the spinal cord do not qualify.
SPINAL CORD INJURY
Complete only if you have a traumatic spinal cord injury.

SPINAL CORD DISEASE
Complete only if there is no spinal cord injury.

Date of Injury:

Date of Diagnosis/Onset of Condition:

/

/

/

Cause of Spinal Cord Injury:

Specific Disease Involving Spinal Cord:

▢ Vehicular (car, motorcycle, aircraft, etc.)

▢ Multiple Sclerosis (involving bowel & bladder)

▢ Flying/Falling object

▢ Syringomyelia

▢ Violence (gunshot, explosion, etc.)

▢ Sport/Recreation (swimming, diving, etc.)

▢ Pedestrian (car accident, etc.)
▢ Unknown

▢ Other traumatic injury:

▢ Poliomyelitis

▢ Amyotrophic diseases
(lateral sclerosis, transverse myeltis)
▢ Other:

/

MEMBERSHIP/CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
The Veterans Benefits Department advocates for quality health care for our members and can assist you to
obtain the appropriate benefits available as a result of your military service.
Is Paralyzed Veterans of America presently your accredited representative? ▢ Yes ▢ No
If yes, I hereby request that my eligibility for membership in the Paralyzed Veterans of America be certified.
I consent to process my submitted medical documentation to a confidential review by a member of the
Paralyzed Veterans of America National Medical Staff, to validate that my condition presents as having spinal
cord involvement and to allow official Certification by the Paralyzed Veterans of America National Secretary.
I have no objection and hereby permit Paralyzed Veterans of America Service Officers to provide information
to the Paralyzed Veterans of America National Membership Department that pertains to my qualifications for
membership/certification.
I declare that I have read and meet the qualifications. I understand that my membership/certification could be
denied or revoked if any information provided is inaccurate.
Applicant Signature:

Date:

/

/

▢ I do not wish to become a certified member

OFFICE USE ONLY
CAUTION TO ANYONE HAVING ACCESS TO THESE DOCUMENTS
The documents provided by the requester are personal in nature and are for membership eligibility and
certification only. Information contained within these documents shall be treated with extreme confidentiality
and released only to those employees of Paralyzed Veterans of America authorized to access.
I certify that I have personally examined the documents provided by the requester and find him/her to be
eligible for membership/certification.
National Secretary’s Signature:
Date Received:

/

/

Date Acted Upon:

/

Date Processed:

/

/

Member ID Number:
Date Received:

/

/

/

